Chris Hedges Gives a Sermon (1-20-2019)

…the Big Melt…the Great Dying…

~~~~~~

Trump Doctrine? Peeving allies & trashing US empire


…a couple of things first, yes it’s from RT but the author is from Ireland living in East Africa…the t___p doctrine here reads like it’s a mob protection racket and the case is well made, this view of the world stage brings it back to the Godfather movies but the real clincher here is in the comments following, one points out that the machine is really the MIC and Wall Street Bankers, t___p is just the enforcer…it all rings true…the sad thing is that without the grace of diplomacy it’s a clear picture of a mob gone amateur…
Republicans are escalating efforts to bar or water down climate change education

from Daily Kos...and yet another attack on science, education and an informed population...so...how stupid do you want to be?...

Our Democracy is in Danger

https://protectdemocracy.org/

...I have just discovered this resource and I have asked for permission to repost things from their site, it is my hope that I will be able to some time in the near future...in the meantime, please visit them, find out who they are and what they are doing to promote and protect us, our Republic, its democratic institutions and the rule of law...a breath of fresh air, we are not alone, stuck in the MSM’s stream of focus on individual#1...

...in related news...

Offices of Trump fundraiser raided by federal authorities in conspiracy, money laundering probe

...there are reports coming out about t___p’s great money chest for the reelection campaign...this begs the question, how much of this money is real? how much of it is American and just who is making this money flow?...

~~~~~~

The Arctic is shifting to a new state-locked in for 15 degrees warming this century warns UN report.

...it isn’t nor will it ever be, what you “think”, it is and always will be, what you “know”…”doubt everything, become your own light”, Buddha...

...in related news...
Our oceans broke heat records in 2018 and the consequences are catastrophic

Rising temperatures can be charted back to the late 1950s, and the last five years were the five hottest on record


...2 things...1-if you aren’t keeping up with The Guardian you are loosing out...2-seems I remember the ocean temp. around San Diego this past summer was somewhere around 85 degrees, that is almost bath water temp. ...ooopppss, make it 3-warmer oceans have less oxygen, as noted below, less oxygen means less sea life and a vast amount of people all over the globe rely on sea food for the protein in their diet, less protein means sicker people, see the cycle?...

The Age of Stupid revisited: what’s changed on climate change?

The Age of Stupid revisited: what's changed on climate chan...

Christchurch New Zealand

...03~15~2019...
~our President inspired this horrific act~
~never forget that fact, that truth~

‘It’s a small group of people’: Trump again denies white nationalism is rising threat

President downplays hate surge after white supremacist, who mentioned Trump in a manifesto, attacked New Zealand mosques


…I have to stop here, I’m going to make myself stop here before my head explodes all over this page…good night & good luck…

~~~WARNING~~~

Trump threatens to send police, military, and bikers to make things ‘very bad’ for his opponents

“So here’s the thing—it’s so terrible what’s happening,” Trump said when asked by Breitbart News Washington Political Editor Matthew Boyle about how the left is fighting hard. “You know, the left plays a tougher game, it’s very funny. I actually think that the people on the right are tougher, but they don’t play it tougher. Okay? I can tell you I have the support of the police, the support of the military, the support of the Bikers for Trump – I have the tough people, but they don’t play it tough — until they go to a certain point, and then it would be very bad, very bad. But the left plays it cuter and tougher. Like with all the nonsense that they do in Congress … with all this investigations—that’s all they want to do is—you know, they do things that are nasty. Republicans never played this.”

…the bold letters is from a comment made on Daily Kos…this is a direct threat against our Republic and our democratic institutions, pay attention, be informed, if you oppose t___p in any manner you have just been threatened with violence, you may be in danger, watch your back and the backs of your friends and family…beware…be aware…

…related news…
Are Trump’s “Biker” Friends Connected To Florida Based Spetsnaz Motorcycle Club; Russian Night Wolves And/Or Organized Crime?


…Beware…Be Aware…

…related news…

The strongmen strike back

Authoritarianism has reemerged as the greatest threat to the liberal democratic world — a profound ideological, as well as strategic, challenge. And we have no idea how to confront it.


…most need a history lesson on political thought, even I do from time to time to keep my perspective clear…what this boils down to is…do you believe in the Constitution? in the Rights for all persons? everyone being included or do you want a despot?…I think if you read the pages on this site you’ll know where I stand and that is I regret that I have but one life to live for my country…

…in PDF form…

Dictators have reemerged as the greatest threat to the liberal democratic world – The Washington Post

…let me be very clear…Donald J. Trump is a direct threat to our Republic, our Nation and it’s democratic institutions…the Constitution must prevail…we all must be included, we all must remain free…

All of our shadows are the same

…we, all of us, must start fighting against all this hate, it is everywhere you look, it is tearing us apart…please…read my page on hate and understand what it truly is,
it is fear…

Hate

…it in related news…

Trump is cornered, with violence on his mind. We must be on red alert

As investigators close in, the president invokes the support of the military, police and vigilantes. This is a perilous moment


…from Robert Reich, whom I greatly respect, I have even begged him to run for President before…currently there are only 2 things that matter…domestically, the Constitution and our Republic must prevail…internationally, climate change/global warming/ice melt must be addressed…we are in a “perilous moment”…

~~~~~~

EU parliament fails to back US trade talks amid fears over ‘bullying’ Trump policies

MEPs amended beyond recognition and then rejected a motion on the proposed negotiations

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/europe/eu-us-trade-talks-trump-european-parliament-vote-a8822661.html

…the video statement says it all…are sanctions next?…how is all this winning working out for ya folk’s? boy O boy ain’t it great to be such loser’s on the world and domestic stage?…the last 2 plus years haven’t been just a big backfire, no, they have been one big emission of methane gas from t____p!…

~~~~~~in related news~~~
US official reveals Atlantic drilling plan while hailing Trump’s ability to distract public

**Revealed:** Interior department official says he is ‘thrilled’ by Trump’s ‘knack for keeping the attention of the media and public focused somewhere else’


…”ravaged and plundered and ripped her and did her, stuck her with knives in the side of dawn, tied her with fences and dragged her down…” The Doors…thanks t___p for killing America…

~~~~~~

Greta Thunberg nominated for Nobel peace prize

Climate strike founder shortlisted ahead of global strikes planned in more than 105 countries

https://www.theguardian.com/world/2019/mar/14/greta-thunberg-nominated-nobel-peace-prize

…SO…what are you doing Friday the 15th of March?, will you be joining true Leadership in the streets?…

How Greta Thunberg’s school strike went global


…Please listen to her pod-cast…it is so important you do…it is so odd to hear he speak of “over-thinking things”, something I am guilty of, I have been told I “think too much” for decades :-))…

Speech by Greta Thunberg, climate activist
Speech by Greta Thunberg, climate activist

…this is but a sample of what she and others are doing and saying…we have to stop what we are doing Now...like flying in airplanes, take a train instead...living the good life is killing the planet and us…Get It?…

~~~~~~~~

2018 Headlines

Arctic Report Card 2018

Effects of persistent Arctic warming continue to mount


…while there is a “cyclone bomb” going off in America NOAA releases it’s 2018 reportcard on Arctic warming…here is the report in PDF form for downloading or
Surface air temperatures in the Arctic continued to warm at twice the rate relative to the rest of the globe. Arctic air temperatures for the past five years (2014-18) have exceeded all previous records since 1900.

In the terrestrial system, atmospheric warming continued to drive broad, long-term trends in declining terrestrial snow cover, melting of the Greenland Ice Sheet and lake ice, increasing summertime Arctic river discharge, and the expansion and greening of Arctic tundra vegetation.

Despite increase of vegetation available for grazing, herd populations of caribou and wild reindeer across the Arctic tundra have declined by nearly 50% over the last two decades.

In 2018 Arctic sea ice remained younger, thinner, and covered less area than in the past. The 12 lowest extents in the satellite record have occurred in the last 12 years.

Pan-Arctic observations suggest a long-term decline in coastal landfast sea ice since measurements began in the 1970s, affecting this important platform for hunting, traveling, and coastal protection for local communities.

Spatial patterns of late summer sea surface temperatures are linked to regional variability in sea-ice retreat, regional air temperature, and advection of waters from the Pacific and Atlantic oceans.

In the Bering Sea region, ocean primary productivity levels in 2018 were sometimes 500% higher than normal levels and linked to a record low sea ice extent in the region for virtually the entire 2017/18 ice season.

Warming Arctic Ocean conditions are also coinciding with an expansion of harmful toxic algal blooms in the Arctic Ocean and threatening food sources.

Microplastic contamination is on the rise in the Arctic, posing a threat to seabirds and marine life that can ingest debris.

With ‘Ecological Foundations of Society’ at Risk, Warns UN, Hope Resides in Urgent Global Action

“What’s at stake is life, and society, as the majority of us know it and enjoy it today. We have no time to lose.”


…just how bad is it?…

Accelerating Rise In Greenhouse Gas Levels

…greenhouse gas levels are increasing rapidly, that is how bad it
is...PLEASE...read both pages and get into the streets on Friday with everyone else, there is little time left...

...I am unable to download the report from the U.N., here is the link so you can access the report...

https://www.unenvironment.org/resources/global-environment-outlook-6

~~~~~~

Fresh iceberg ruptures in Patagonia raise alarm about global warming

Scientists say rising temperature are reason for frequent breaks


Two new icebergs are seen after breaking off from the Gray glacier in Aysen, Chile’s Patagonia, March 9, 2019. Picture taken 9 March 2019. (Ricardo Jana/Courtesy of Chilean Antarctic Institute (INACH)/Handout via REUTERS)

...one broke off on the feb 20th and another on the 7th of march, scary...way too
fast, read the piece and see…the thing to understand is once the glaciers are gone, the water flow to civilization below goes too, glacier water is their only water source, it’s that way all over the planet, there is only so much fresh water folk’s and it ain’t a whole hell of a lot either…

~~~~~~

American democracy is in crisis. A House bill could help it heal

HR 1, passed by House lawmakers, is a weapon against gerrymandering and racially driven voter suppression tactics

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/mar/12/house-democrats-republicans-hr-1-voting-rights

...as noted below, not one republican voted in favor of HR-1, not one...elsewhere within these pages I have claimed that the republican party can be viewed as a domestic terrorist organization using the definitions used by the FBI and the Southern Poverty Law Center, face it, they do not like democracy...this is what elections are all about, make sure you know where and when you can cast your vote, any vote, yes it is your “right”, it is also your duty...

~~~~~~

As Hundreds of Thousands of Students Prepare for Global #ClimateStrike on March 15, Here’s How to Get Involved

“We are striking because our world leaders have yet to acknowledge, prioritize, or properly address our climate crisis.”


...nothing else matters, Nothing...except...maybe going to the bathroom when you have to or maybe sleeping or maybe eating...but...there won’t be any maybe’s if you/we don’t do something Now...Get It?...
‘We won’t stop striking’: the New York 13 year-old taking a stand over climate change

Alexandria Villasenor is among the American student activists joining the global fray and helping to organize the first nationwide strike on 15 March

‘My generation knows that climate change will be the biggest problem we’ll have to face,’ said student climate activist Alexandria Villasenor. Photograph: SARAH BLESENER/The Washington Post/Getty Images

…I don’t mean to be rude but…just what is it that you don’t seem to have the capacity to understand?…if you are in your garage and the doors are all closed and the car is running-you die-right?…now…how many cars are there on the planet? how many coal burning power plants? what else can you see around you putting out fumes? cows? you too?…Get It Now?…

Don’t bother: Pelosi says Trump ‘just not worth’ impeaching

The House Speaker believes that trying to remove the president is so divisive it shouldn’t be used barring something “overwhelming.”


…”impeachment is not on the table” nancy…and just why do you think she was
made “speaker” again? the Constitution isn’t worth it, our country isn’t worth it, the rule of law isn’t worth it…do you get it now? you aren’t worth it, you aren’t worth having a government that works by it’s own rules…so, why was she made speaker again?, tell me…

~~~~~~

Rain acts ‘like acid’ burning Greenland’s snow. Massive meltwater holding rooms found in Moulins.

Ice Sheet Melt (Greenland/(Global)) – BBC News – 7th March 2019

…the Big Melt and the Great Dying are taking place as we live and breathe…it is not what you think, no, it is what you know and how you will use that information in the future that will decide your fate…

~~~~~~

Democratic 2020 candidates roll up to support marijuana legalisation

In a joint effort, Warren, Harris, Sanders and Gillibrand are co-sponsors of legislation authored by Booker


…there are just too many very good reasons to make marijuana legal to list them here, we all know what they are…but…here is one that maybe you haven’t thought of…our environment and our government are exerting extraneous pressures on us to the degree that stress is becoming over whelming to most, the anger and hostility levels have got to come down to a rational level once again before the pot boils over, society has got to chill out or it will explode, society needs a good puff of smoke to chill with not a drink to rage with, it is just common sense…there is
obviously more to say but you don’t need me to say it, our politicians need to say it and do it, Make It Legal…

Move along now, nothing to see here…

Fukushima Daiichi nuclear disaster

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fukushima_Daiichi_nuclear_disaster

...move along now, nothing to see here...what do you mean you forgot? it’s okay if you did and do...forget about Ice Melt/Global Warming/Climate change/The 6th Extinction...forget about it all, nothing to see here, move along now...a quick scan of the MSM out-lets and nothing, no mention of this disaster, none...as the days and years tic by it is only getting worse and it will go on for 1,000's of years...there is a posting below concerning this from a few daze ago, be sure to read it and it’s links, no level of radiation is good for you, none...I call nuclear power plants nuke-puke’s because that is what they do, their toxic waste is with us forever, we have yet to find a way of disposing it...good luck…
Climate breakdown is coming. The UK needs a Greener New Deal

Global economic growth is outstripping our green efforts. A cap must be put on consumption before it cripples us

https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/mar/05/climate-breakdown-uk-greener-new-deal-cap-consumption

…using America’s New Green Deal as an example this examines what England and the world needs to do in easy to understand terms, the main message is stop buying shit products that don’t last…my car is a 1989 Chrysler, my computer is a 2007 iMac and I still wear the same wingtips I bought in 1985…Get The Picture?…our air is full of trash from power plants and cars, our oceans are full of trash because we use it as a dump, our lands are filled with trash instead of forests and places where animals can live in the wild…the planet has an infestation of humans and it stinks, the very air smells like a sewer, we have shit in our pants and we stink!…

Not Even One Republican Voted for Sweeping House Bill to Improve Democracy, Make Voting Easier

“Protecting our democracy shouldn’t be a partisan issue, but the Republican Party has decided it is unwilling to even consider reform despite virtually all Americans agreeing that our system is broken.”


Asked why he will not bring the bill to the floor for a vote, McConnell replied, “Because I get to decide what we vote on.”

…this bill is intended to make our Republic stronger by making it easier for people to vote and to take “dark money” out of politics…so…McConnell and the republicans do not want people to vote and they love “dark money”, 193 people just ended the grand experiment, corruption and fascism now rules supreme in the
land of the once free & brave... this turns my stomach, I am physically ill, my eyes
have narrowed and my thoughts are dark...

...there is speculation concerning how much Putin runs America... are there any
questions now?...

~~~~~~

http://cluborlov.blogspot.com/

...years and years ago I used to read this blog

on a regular basis because the author knows of what he speaks, he is very smart
and humble, only wishing to help and inform, back then he had great tips on how to
survive a bit longer in reasonable sanity and comfort, I doubt he has changed
much, it is my hope that he too will be a great resource for you today and in the
US scientists say marine heatwaves are sweeping the globe and that it is unstoppable.

...as noted before and below, the oceans oxygen is at stake here, soon it will be our issue as well...

~~~

~~~How about some good news?~~~

For offshore wind turbines size matters

https://climatenewsnetwork.net/for-offshore-wind-turbines-size-matters/

...lots and bunches of good news here and you don’t have to drill down for it either :-)...enjoy...

~~~

A rise of 18°C or 32.4°F by 2026?
A catastrophe of unimaginable proportions is unfolding. Life is disappearing from Earth and all life could be gone within one decade. Study after study is showing the size of the threat, yet many people seem out to hide what we’re facing.

In the Arctic alone, four tipping points look set to be crossed within a few years:

1. Loss of the Arctic sea ice’s ability to act as a buffer to absorb incoming ocean heat
2. Loss of Arctic sea ice’s ability to reflect sunlight back into space (albedo)
3. Destabilization of sediments at the seafloor of the Arctic Ocean
4. Permafrost melt
...from Thursday Feb. 28th, 2019...I’m a bit slow and have been distracted by our guvern-mental circus...read the whole page, read the graphs, read the links to the studies cited...now think about our current weather this first week of March, massive polar vortex, massive tornadoes that are stronger than what we are used too...7 years, between now and 2026 it will be very rough go, gather your family, your friends, teach each other about the suggested plan(s) listed on this page...as Dr. Guy McPherson says, “only Love remains”...

...for a bit of Love, watch the video below and enjoy...

Gary and the seal in the Scilly Isles

~~~~~~

Why Is This Happening? Fighting for climate action with ‘The Uninhabitable Earth’ author David Wallace-Wells: podcast and transcript

Chris Hayes speaks with New York Magazine deputy editor David Wallace-Wells about this generation’s looming climate apocalypse.
...further down this page there is another headline and link to David Wallace-Wells and what he has written and is saying...so...listen up...here, on this page I am trying to present to you the facts as we know them so that you may be prepared, you need to understand what is taking place so that you can understand who is on your side, who in places of power that make decisions that effect your life have your best interests at heart...there is a shift taking place in societies all across the globe, an understanding that we must move quickly, those standing in the way have reasons for doing so, are you able to see these reasons? are they in your best interest? it is your life and your toes are on the line, lead, follow or get out of the way...Please spend an hour and listen to the pod cast, maybe then read the book and get involved with your life...

~~~~~~

Countdown to Calving at Brunt Ice Shelf

https://earthobservatory.nasa.gov/images/144563/countdown-to-calving-at-brunt-ice-shelf
...so, this chunk of ice is about twice the size of New York City, that’s damn big, as reported below on Feb. 7th by Daily Kos, it just might be big enough it change life as we know it (see posting below)...on the linked page there are more stories to read about the ice melting and you can sign up for email alerts for new reports daily or weekly...this should be on your radar just as much as the latest assault on our Republic and its Democratic Institutions by the crooks and criminals running our government via tweets, signing statements, subversion and lies...I said I was going to quit, I tried...

~~~~~~

...from 8 months ago...

Antarctic ice melting faster than ever, studies show

Rate of melt has accelerated threefold in last five years and could contribute 25cm to sea-level rises without urgent action
...we clearly are passing threw and over some tipping points, my fear is that we are rapidly approaching the point of “run away warming”, “run away” is like a run away train or semi truck or past the point of no return...we are too far behind the 8-ball and there is little political will to try and stop our demise...

~~~~~~

~~~GO BIG or GO EXTINCT~~~

Ice – Spirit

...The Big Melt...&...The Great Dying...

...”the only thing we can do is adapt”...adaptation requires mass migrations away from the coasts all over the globe and we are already failing in handling immigration globally as it is...added water to the atmosphere will increase storms and their strength’s...crop loss...governmental and societal collapse and on and on and on...what about this do you not understand? we are in a life eliminating event, all life...heads up, in coming...Be Kind, adapt to loving thy neighbor as thy self,
turn every negative thought into positive action, not one bad thought…Be Kind as Ellen says…

~~~~~~~~

First calving event at Brunt Ice Shelf in 47 years is looking inevitable – it will be a doozy.

…watch the clips on twitter, watch the video and understand that this event may change life as we know it, it’s that Big!!!…

~~~~~~~~

Antarctica’s great ice platforms bend under the weight of meltwater lakes

…please…start following Pakalolo on Daily Kos, he is keeping vigil on our most pressing issue of the day, Ice Melt…thank you…

~~~~~~~~

Plummeting insect numbers ‘threaten collapse of nature’

Exclusive: Insects could vanish within a century at current rate of decline, says global review

“The planet is at the start of a sixth mass extinction in its history, with huge losses already reported in larger animals that are easier to study. But insects are by far the most varied and abundant animals, outweighing humanity by 17 times. They are “essential” for the proper functioning of all ecosystems, the researchers say, as food for other creatures, pollinators and recyclers of nutrients.”


…read the headlines across the web…watch the news on any screen…what are the talking heads taking about? are they talking about Ice Melt? are the talking about the 6th Extinction? is it front page news, yet?…we are, “Living in a land of make believe”…I have been singing along with this song most of my life, when I hear it now I cannot sing along, all I can do is cry…

Moody Blues- The Land of Make Believe
…1972, I was 21 years old…

~~~~~~

Southward shift faces US climate by 2100

https://climatenewsnetwork.net/southward-shift-faces-us-climate-by-2100/

…I am sure by now you can envision just what will take place for this massive move to happen…yep, I know you can…all hell will be breaking loose, won’t it?…

~~~~~~

‘Kicking Ass for Her Generation’: Applause for 16-Year-Old Greta Thunberg as EU Chief Pledges $1 Trillion to Curb Climate Threat

“Greta Thunberg, literally changing the world.”

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/02/21/kicking-ass-her-generation-applause-16-year-old-greta-thunberg-eu-chief-pledges-

dk

..this is what True Leadership looks and act likes..take note America, who stands up to this model? Who?..here she is, big smiles all around…
13-Year-Old US Activist Hailed as Glorious ‘Threat’ to Those Driving Planetary Disaster With Climate Denialism

Alexandria Villaseñor, who’s helping spearhead US #SchoolStrike4Climate actions to join global movement, says earlier generations’ failure is “very disappointing”


~~~~~~

David Wallace-Wells on climate: ‘People should be scared – I’m scared’

The journalist and author has claimed climate change will soon render the world uninhabitable, leading his supporters to say he’s telling the terrifying truth and critics to brand him a reckless alarmist. Why is he so worried?

https://www.theguardian.com/environment/2019/feb/03/david-wallace-wells-on-climate-people-should-be-scared-im-scared

…this may be the only posting I’ll do and with the help of The Guardian it should be enough to scare you awake…if not find and read the works of Greta Thunberg and others about the realities of global warming/climate change/ice melt…there is a blob of methane hydrate some 50 giga tons in the arctic that will pop when the ice melt gets to a certain point, 18 to 36 months from now…our house is on fire and is soon to burn down…get it yet?…

~~~~~~

Sharp rise in methane levels threatens world climate targets

Experts warn that failure to act risks spike in global temperatures


“However, other scientists warn that there could be a more sinister factor at work. Natural chemicals in the atmosphere – which help to break down methane – may be changing because of temperature rises, causing it to lose
its ability to deal with the gas."

…Feb. 17th, 2019…if this doesn’t scare the shit outta ya nothing will…faster and faster and ever oh so much faster than we ever imagined…

~~~~~~

Early rain as Arctic warms means more methane

https://climatenewsnetwork.net/early-rain-as-arctic-warms-means-more-methane/

…no one has said it yet that I am aware of…but…we have passed the point of no return and are now into full-blown run-away warming…burning our house down exponentially by every breath we take…

~~~~~~

‘The beginning of great change’: Greta Thunberg hails school climate strikes

The 16-year-old’s lone protest last summer has morphed into a powerful global movement challenging politicians to act


…it bothers me that there are those that call Greta a young school girl, she is in fact a young woman, a very well spoken one at that…below the article there are other stories to read and links to more information about our little blue ball in space and the condition it is in, as always, it is my hope that you become educated and informed, why, you might even join in and support this action and thus planet Earth and yes, Earth is alive but very ill with a very high fever…
…the children will lead us or leave us behind…” Danny O’Keefe

~~~~~~

…this next link is most important and I have found no limits posted as to providing you a link or whatever, like some sites…today 2/4/19 CNN is reporting on the massive rains and floods combined with a very powerful heat wave in Australia, these types of reports are increasing, consider the Vortex of 1/19-2/19 over North America, they cause alarm and shake us up but provide no context as to the why’s and how’s of these events, in order to understand just what is going on and how you and your society is being effected you need the best talents and minds for information so you can sorta maybe plan for next week or month, it is my hope that you find this link a great resource for staying informed and maybe alive in the future…

http://arctic-news.blogspot.com/

…from arctic-news-blogspot…
later into the atmosphere after some 13 years. We are now facing the final, corporate capitalist created, catastrophic, Permian style, subsea & surface Arctic methane hydrate destabilization and methane blowout global extinction event that will culminate between 2023 and 2026. Temperature data going back 50 years from the Goddard Space Flight Centre show that the surface and subsea Arctic methane hydrates began to destabilize in earnest by the end of 2010 and the massive buildup of Arctic atmospheric methane is shown in the figure by the first steeply inclined line bordering a magenta region with temperature anomalies exceeding 20 degrees C. The rate of release of methane from the Arctic subsea and surface methane hydrates became exponential in early October, 2015 and since that time land surface & oceanic temperatures, coral bleaching, catastrophic forest fires, extreme storm systems, floods and landslides are becoming commonplace worldwide. The Goddard temperature data implies that by the 24th December, 2023, the entire atmospheric system will become totally controlled by massive Arctic methane eruption events and massive extinction will dominate worldwide.
This major extinction zone is defined by the second steeply inclined line parallel to the first, which extends up to the 10 degree C worldwide atmospheric temperature anomaly event defined by Drs. Natalia Shakhova and I. Semiletov. It corresponds to a "Permilian Style" global extinction event. An exponential Arctic methane expulsion line from Carana et al. defines the right side of this extinction zone. We have given Mother Earth a raging fever and she will destroy the infecting virus in the same way our bodies do with an extreme temperature rise. We will all be boiled alive like lobsters in a highly humid atmosphere and converted into stardust. Be excellent with each other in these our final hours on the last habitable planet in this solar system.

Deep and shallow water observations of methane in the East Siberian Arctic Shelf (ESAS) during summer (Shakhova et al. 2010)
Image from www.skepticalscience.com

Prognosis of climate-related global deaths
- No action
- Mitigation
- Comprehensive and effective action

We consider release of up to 50 Gt of predicted amount of hydrate storage as highly possible for abrupt release at any time.

Created for Arctic-news.blogspot.com by SamCamra with Nick Breeze video frame and quote from 2001 IGU paper by Natalia Shakhova et al.
...it is my hope that you are reading and understanding arctic-news-blogspot, for me the science is unshakeable, the contributors unmatched and the mass amount of data very impressive...


"Get inland, and on high ground now! Unless you'd rather drown."

Aaron Franklin

...a few thoughts on the 50+ Gt methane burp...

...we most likely will suffocate...it will catch fire...forests, cities towns will catch fire...gasoline storage tanks, chemical processing plants will catch fire...nuclear power plants will explode...the skies will fill with soot and ash and will be radioactive...at some point there will be no oxygen and the fires will go out...a purification by fire then a very very long winter will take hold...

~~~~~~~~

Florida is drowning. Condos are still being built. Can’t humans see the writing on the wall?


~~~~~~~~

Polar ice loss speeds up by leaps and bounds

January 22nd, 2019, by Tim Radford

https://climatenewsnetwork.net/polar-ice-loss-speeds-up-by-leaps-and-bounds/

“This service is entirely free of charge, the stories are there for all to use, and the site is open to everyone.”

...all may not be lost, there those that want to get the news out without causing a big fuss, they care about people being informed not by making money...so...please
support these people and their hard work with a donation…

~~~~~~

‘A Red Screaming Alarm Bell’ to Banish Fossil Fuels: NASA Confirms Last Five Years Hottest on Record

“We’re no longer talking about a situation where global warming is something in the future. It’s here. It’s now.”

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/02/06/red-screaming-alarm-bell-banish-fossil-fuels-nasa-confirms-last-five-years-hottest

…I’ll make no comment other than, our goose is cooked…

~~~~~~

Human Extinction by 2026?

by Robert J. Burrowes / September 3rd, 2018


…this article is probably the most important one posted here, with permission from Dissident Voice.org, because it ties things together that would take me a whole page or more to do…it connects the dots of the science, the people and the politics behind what we are faced with today, denial, misinformation, lack of information and most importantly the suppression of the science and the scientists…please read this article very carefully and read the links provided within it, it will help you see the truth, not some pie-in-the-sky or propaganda…

~~~~~~

Queensland floods: 500,000 cattle survived years-long drought only to die in the rain

‘We have death and devastation at every turn’: the flood massacre of Queensland cattle

Almost overnight we have transitioned from drought to a flood disaster zone. There are kangaroos dead in trees, birds drowned in drifts of silt and our beloved bovine family perished in huddled piles


‘Falling out of trees’: dozens of dead possums blamed on extreme heat stress

Rescuers found 127 ringtail possums along the shoreline and in the water on Victoria’s Mornington Peninsula


…these articles are of great interest to me personally since I live in AZ, the desert is a very fragile environment and I experience heat almost year long now, what will the coming year bring? kinda scary ain’t it?…

~~~~~~

Savage heat engulfs temperate Tasmania

https://climatenewsnetwork.net/savage-heat-engulfs-temperate-tasmania/

…savage heat in temperate zones and massive snow storms pounding the Pacific Northwest and Hawaii…

~~~~~~

Food shocks increase as world warms

https://climatenewsnetwork.net/food-shocks-increase-as-world-warms/
...just a taste of things to come... America gets hammered and it's big news, this should get equal time, these kinds of reports will be on the increase if we are into run-away warming and all I can see is we are... run-away global warming, go big or go extinct...

~~~~~~

‘Terrifying’: Rapid Loss of Biodiversity Placing Global Food Supplies at Risk of ‘Irreversible Collapse’

“This should be at the top of every news bulletin and every government’s agenda around the world.”


...for a very long time now Dr. Guy McPherson has been trying to talk to us about the loss of habitat, the habitat of bugs and animals, the loss of which means we will die because those bugs and animals aren’t around anymore to sustain us... guess what... it is happening RIGHT NOW... the U.N. report, 576 pages, in PDF form

CA3129EN

~~~~~~

Food security at risk as web of life unravels


...I was also reading on Scientific America that warmer seas contain less oxygen which is having dramatic effects on sea life and it happening very quickly, this drop in oxygen levels... I would post the headline and link but was unable to get permission(s)... our life support system is collapsing down around us but read the news across the web, watch the news on t.v. or listen to it on the radio and what are
the talking heads talking about? Okay, you have that picture in your mind, tell me
what is real, what is honesty, what is truth~just tell me so I know…

~~~~~~~~

Growing nuclear waste legacy defies disposal

https://climatenewsnetwork.net/growing-nuclear-waste-legacy-defies-disposal/

“Standing one metre away from a spent fuel assembly removed from a reactor a year previously could kill you
in about one minute”

…it is very easy to do a search for the locations of nuke pukes wherever you may
live, please note how many are near coastal ranges…rising seas, people migrating
away from the rising waters, are these nuke pukes being protected properly? are
they staffed correctly? what about 10, 15 or 20 years from now?…it is very easy to
have nightmare visions of what can happen…this is one area of climate
change/global warming/ice melt where we need sharp minds at work in trying
figure out what to do about storage and protection, let us do that instead of killing
each other, whatya say?…

Still Searching for the Location of Spring 2018’s Nuclear Mega-Accident…

…I want you to go to the page above and read it very carefully, pay close attention
to the pink sky photo and to the fearsome idea #2 that maybe Fuku has gone China
Syndrome on Steroids…now consider what I wrote on Jan. 16th, 2014 about
Gamma-Ray Haze or Shift

Jan. 16, 2014…on enenews.com today they had comments by Arnie Gunderson(?)
and he said something to the effect that the water storage tanks at FUKU are
emitting a Gamma Ray Haze over the site…this gamma ray haze only happens in
space…here is a photo of a super-nova in gamma ray phase taken by the Fermi
telescope by NASA…did we give birth to a star?…we most likely did not give birth
to a star, there is no rotation and in all probability anything we make will/would be
an incomplete close approximation of what nature makes…
Climate and economic risks ‘threaten 2008-style systemic collapse’

Environmental and social problems could interact in global breakdown, report says


Interview

Paul Ehrlich: ‘Collapse of civilisation is a near certainty within decades’

Fifty years after the publication of his controversial book The Population Bomb, biologist Paul Ehrlich warns overpopulation and overconsumption are driving us over the edge

‘We Have Entered the Age of Environmental Breakdown’: Report Details World on Edge of Runaway Collapse

A new report from U.K. researchers is being praised as “absolutely brilliant,” “essential reading for policymakers,” and “a clarion wake-up call to the world.”

https://www.commondreams.org/news/2019/02/12/we-have-entered-age-environmental-breakdown-report-details-world-edge-runaway

…beware…be aware…quit looking at bright shinny things…stop believing in myths and fairy tales…believe in dirt, you and the land are one, that is the Holy Grail…

Green-New-Deal-FAQ

…it is all here, everything FDR spoke of, it is all here in The Green New Deal…it is my hope that mankind has finally turned a corner and will walk towards the Light…make it so, make it so #1, you are #1, it starts with you, each of us, we are One…

Bernie Sanders: proud to be an original co-sponsor of the Green New Deal
what is most bizarre about all this, including climate change/global warming/ice melt and the collapse of our Republic and it’s democratic institutions is that the media and some citizens have become so numb to all of this that it has become “Normalized”…nothing about this is “Normal” or acceptable…doubt everything, become your own light-Buddha…
This Viral Twitter Thread Explains What People With Mental Illness Really Mean When They Say “I’m Tired”

“For me, ‘I’m tired’ is not a complaint or pessimistic. It’s merely a fact of life.”

https://www.buzzfeednews.com/article/annaborges/viral-twitter-thread-mental-illness

…with my many issues and diagnosis is it any wonder why I am the way I am?

NO!…67, almost 68 years of pumping myself up just to get through the next moment has left me exhausted, for decades I pushed through it and stayed pumped up on adrenaline just to get by, it is true, I remember 1 (one) day when I felt good, early spring 1984, Billings MT…you seemingly normal people haven’t a clue, none…”

https://gilbertweaversatchell.org/
...I am going to focus on our most pressing problem...global warming, climate change and ice melt...if you missed something from the previous front page here it is in PDF form...

Gilbert Weaver Satchell | started Sept. 28th, 2017